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Abstract. Let G be a group acting on a set Q and k a non-negative integer.

A subset (finite or infinite) A Ç Í2 is called A:-quasi-invariant if \Ag \ A\ < k

for every g € G. It is shown that if A is k-quasi-invariant for k > 1 , then

there exists an invariant subset rçil such that |/1 A r¡ < 2ek [(In 2k)) .

Information about G-orbit intersections with A is obtained. In particular, the

number m of G-orbits which have non-empty intersection with A , but are

not contained in A , is at most 2k — 1 . Certain other bounds on \A A T|, in

terms of both m and k , are also obtained.

1. Introduction

Let G be a group acting on a set Q, so that co >-> œg for œ £ Q, g £ G.

For a subset A ç Q we denote the image of A under g by Ag = {ag \ a £ A}.

As usual, A AB will denote the symmetric difference of subsets A, B ç Q.

For a subset A of fi we define

(1) k(A) = max \Ag\A\.
g€G

If k = k(A) < oo, then A is called a k-quasi-invariant subset. Thus a O-quasi-

invariant subset is just a G-invariant (or invariant) subset, which is either an

empty set or a union of G-orbits in Q. It was shown in [3] that a 1-quasi-
invariant subset is either an invariant subset or an invariant subset with one

point added or removed, and a classification of 2-quasi-invariant subsets was

obtained in [4]. Note that every subset A of Í2 with \A\ < k is trivially
Â>quasi-invariant.

There are several places in the literature where results applicable to ^-quasi-

invariant subsets have been proved without a formal definition of fc-quasi-

invariance being given. For example, in [9] group actions for which every subset

of Í2 is &-quasi-invariant were considered, and bounds were obtained on the

number and sizes of G-orbits. Here we consider the nature of a single k-quasi-

invariant subset of Q. Also, if a A:-quasi-invariant subset A has cardinality
greater than k , then the collection s/ = {Ag | g £ G} of images of A under

elements of G forms a family of self-intersecting subsets of Q, or, more pre-

cisely, a (\A\ - k)-intersecting family. (Note that, for Ag , Ah £ sf , we have
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\Ag n Ah\ > \A\ - k ± 0.) Such families have been studied extensively (see

for example [6] and [7]) mainly from the point of view of seeking bounds on

\s/1. Normally these families have no group of permutations associated with

them, as does our example. Our aim in this paper is to obtain upper bounds on

the number of points by which a A:-quasi-invariant subset may differ from its

closest invariant subset.

Definition. Let X be a subset of Í2 and let {r,},e/ be the set of invariant
subsets of Q. The invariant difference of X, denoted d(X), is defined by

rf(^) = min(|XAr;|).

Since the empty set is G-invariant, we always have d(X) < \X\. We prove

the following. (Note that \x~\ (resp. [x\ ) denotes the smallest (resp. the

greatest) integer y such that y > x (resp. x > y ).)

Theorem A. Let A be a k-quasi-invariant subset. Then d(A) is finite and

satisfies
d(A)<2ek\(ln2k)],

where e is the base of natural logarithms.

We do not know if this bound can be attained. However, if G is transitive on

Q, then we shall obtain in Corollary 2.6 a different bound, namely d(A) <2k-

1, and this bound is sharp. For example, it is attained whenever G is a point-

transitive group of collineations of a ^-dimensional projective space PG(d, 2)

over the two-element field GF(2) and A is a hyperplane. A better bound than

that in Theorem A, for A: < 31 , may be obtained combining Theorems B and

C below.
We shall say that a G-orbit Q, has a proper intersection with a subset A if

A n Í2, is non-empty and Í2, is not contained in A .

Theorem B. Let A be a k-quasi-invariant subset of Cl. Then A has proper

intersections with at most 2k - 1 orbits.

In what follows the number of G-orbits in Q that intersect A properly is

denoted by m(A) ; recall that k(A) = max^eG \Ag \ A\.
The bound of Theorem B is sharp. It is attained, for example, when G is

an elementary abelian 2-group of rank r, Q is the disjoint union of the coset

spaces of all subgroups of G of index 2, and A is a set consisting of one point
from each orbit of G. Then k(A) = k = 2r'x and m(A) = 2r - 1 = 2k - 1.

It is also possible to derive a bound on d(A) in terms of m(A) and k(A).

The following result gives a much better bound than that in Theorem A in the

case when m(A) is relatively small with respect to k .

Theorem C. Let A be a k-quasi-invariant subset of Q. Then

d(A) < 2Â:(3/2)ri0^m"l - 2^m',

where m = m(A).

It is worth mentioning that the proof of Theorem C is based on Proposition

4.1, which is of some independent interest. The latter states that, given a de-

composition A = Bx U B2 such that the images of Bx  under the action of G
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never intersect those of B2, one has k(Bx) + k(B2) < Ik/2, and this bound is
sharp.

These results may be viewed as deductions about the action of a group G
from assumptions about the action of individual elements of G. From this

point of view they bear a similarity to a recent result of G.M. Bergman and

H.W. Lenstra [1] which deduces structural information about a group G (acting

on the space [G : H] of cosets of a subgroup H ) from assumptions about the

action of a point stabilizer H. The result [1, Theorem 3] of Bergman and

Lenstra will be used in a surprising way in Section 2 and we are grateful to

Peter M. Neumann for showing us the proof of Theorem 2.4.

One crucial aspect of our proof is our use of a result of Birch, Burns, Oates

Macdonald, and (P.M.) Neumann [2] (which was inspired by a result of B.H.

Neumann [8]) to show the existence of finite G-orbits and to bound both their

number and their length. The way we use it is as follows.

Remark 1. If A is a finite /¡>quasi-invariant subset and \A\ = n > k, then
Ag n A ^ 0 for every g £ G and, by Theorem 2 of [2], there exists a G-orbit

that has at most n2 elements.

One of the results we prove in Section 2 provides a small improvement to

Theorem 2 of [2] for transitive permutation groups.

Proposition D. Let G be a transitive permutation group on a set Q of size

|Q| > n2 and let A be an n-element subset of £2. Then there is an element

g e G such that An A8 - 0.

Theorem 2 of [2] implies this result when |Í2| > n2. Proposition D fol-

lows from Theorem 2.1 on noting that any «-element subset A for which the

conclusion of Proposition D fails is (n - 1 )-quasi-invariant.

Another more elementary fact, which helps in our analysis, is given in Remark

2, the proof of which is straightforward.

Remark 2. Suppose that ACT, where T is an invariant subset. Then A is

fc-quasi-invariant if and only if T \ A is A:-quasi-invariant.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we will obtain

bounds for the invariant difference of a A-quasi-invariant set in the case of a

transitive group action. The general case will be considered in Section 3, where

Theorems A and B will be proved. Section 4 contains a proof of Theorem C.

2. Transitive case

In this section we will assume that G acts transitively on Q.

Suppose first that A is a finite k-quasi-invariant subset of Í2. The following

lemma gives an upper bound on the size of Q.

Theorem 2.1. Let A be a finite k-quasi-invariant subset of cardinality n > k

for a transitive group G on Q. Then

(2) mi < ¡ij.
Proof. In view of Remark 1, it follows that |£2| < oo . Hence, we may assume

that G is finite, by considering the constituent of G acting on Q instead of
G if necessary. Fix some point weil and let Gw denote the stabilizer of co

in G. Since the action of G is transitive, we may write A = {œg>, ... , œ8"},
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where gx, ... , g„ £ G. By (1), for every g £ G there exist at least n - k

ordered pairs (to8' , œ8') £ Ax A which satisfy

co8>8 = CO8'.

Also, there are some g £ G, for example the identity element, for which there

are more than n-k ordered pairs (cogi, cog>) £ Ax A which satisfy the above

condition. Note that to8,8 = cog> if and only if g £ g~xGwg¡. By counting the

number of triples (a, ß, g) with a, ß £ A , g £ G and a8 = ß , we obtain

IOKKU-ÏTT.

whence inequality (2) follows. D

It follows immediately that if a finite k-quasi-invariant subset A is large
enough relative to k, then A differs from Q. by at most k points. From (2)

we obtain

(3) p^jÎj-.-t + Jîj.

Corollary 2.2. Let A be a finite k-quasi-invariant subset for a transitive group

G on Q, such that \A\ = n > k2 + k. Then |Q \ A\ < k.

Proof. The result follows immediately from (3).      D

The bound in Theorem 2.1 is nearly best possible. For example, |Q| = L^ÍtJ

is attained whenever A: is a power of a prime: take Q to be the points of

the Desarguesian projective plane PG2(k), G any point-transitive group of

collineations, and A the complement of a line in fi.

Corollary 2.3. Let G be transitive on a finite set Cl and let A be a k-quasi-

invariant subset of il. Then d(A) < 2k — 1.

Proof. Since G acts transitively on Í2, we have d(A) = min(|^|, |ß\/4|).

Suppose \A\ > 2k . Then, by (3), |Q \ A\ < 2k , so d(A) <2k-l.    D

This bound is attained, for example, when Q is the set of points of

PG(d, 2), the ¿/-dimensional projective space over GF(2), and A is a hyper-

plane. In this case n = \A\ = 2d~l-1 and A is A:-quasi-invariant for k — 2d~2 .

More generally, the bound is attained in the context of a certain generalization

of projective geometry. An Hadamard design is a 2 - (4A - 1, 2k - I, k - l)-

design, that is a set Q of 4A: - 1 points and a set of (2A - l)-element subsets

of Q, called blocks, such that each pair of points lies in k - I blocks (see [5, p.

97]). Such a design has 4A:- 1 blocks, that is, it is symmetric, and, consequently
each pair of blocks intersects in exactly k - 1 points. Thus, if A is a block,
then A is A:-quasi-invariant for any group of automorphisms. It follows that,
whenever there is a point-transitive Hadamard design, there is an example of
a A:-quasi-invariant set for which the bound of Corollary 2.3 is attained. Such

designs exist, for example, if 4A - 1 is an odd prime power (the Paley designs

[5, p. 97]) or if A: is a power of 2 (the projective spaces already mentioned).

The following result, which was communicated to us by Peter M. Neumann,

states that, if A is an infinite A-quasi-invariant subset of Q, then A is co-finite

in fi.
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Theorem 2.4 (P.M. Neumann). Let G act transitively on Q and let A be an

infinite k-quasi-invariant subset ofQ for some positive integer k. Then \Cl\A\ <

00 .

Proof. Let S be a finite non-abelian simple group and let W be the restricted

wreath product of S by G with respect to the action of G on fi. Then W is

the semi-direct product of K by G, where K is the restricted direct product
of copies of S indexed by Q and G acts on K by permuting its simple direct

factors. Since S is non-abelian simple and G is transitive on £2, it follows

that K is a minimal normal subgroup of W.

Let Sa denote the direct product of |£2| copies of 5" (so that K is the

subgroup of Sa of elements of finite support), and, for any subset B ç Q, let

SB denote the subgroup of Sa of elements with support contained in B. Set

H = SA n K, so that H is the subgroup of K consisting of elements with finite

support contained in A .

Since H is normal in K, the conjugates of H in W are the subgroups of

the form SA* n K for g £ G. Since A ç Q is A:-quasi-invariant, it follows that
[H : HC\ Hw] < \S\k for all w £ W. By the result of G.M. Bergman and H.W.
Lenstra mentioned in the introduction [1, Theorem 3] there exists a normal

subgroup N of W with which H is commensurable, that is, both [H : HnN]

and [N : HnN] are finite. Since H < K, HnN = Hn(NnK) and so
H is also commensurable with N n K and we may, without loss of generality,

assume that N < K. But K is a minimal normal subgroup, so N is trivial or

N — K. If N were the trivial group, then H and hence A would be finite,

which would contradict our assumption. Hence N = K, but then [K : H] < oo

and so |Q\v4| < oo. D

For a transitive group G on Q the only invariant subsets are Q and 0,

and hence for any A ç fl the invariant difference d(A) = min{\A\, |Q \ A\}.

Corollary 2.5. Let G act transitively on an infinite set Q and let A be a k-

quasi-invariant subset of il. Then d(A) < k .

Proof. Set A' = Q \ A. By Remark 2, A' is also A;-quasi-invariant, and as
d(A) - d(A') we may assume that d(A) = \A\ < \A'\. It follows from Theo-
rem 2.4 that A is finite, and then by Remark 1 that \A\ <k. Thus d(A) < k.
a

Combining Corollaries 2.3 and 2.5 we obtain

Corollary 2.6. Let G be transitive on £2 and let A be a k-quasi-invariant subset

of Q. Then d(A) = min(|^|, |Q \ A\) < 2k - 1.

3. Bounds

In this section we assume that the action of G on £1 is not necessarily
transitive. Also A will denote a A-quasi-invariant subset of £2, either infinite

or finite, with \A\ > k . First we show that the A-quasi-invariance implies the

following.

Lemma 3.1.  \Ag \A\ = \A\ A8\ for every g e G.

Proof. When A is finite \A8\A\ = \A8\-\AnAg\ = \A\-\AnA8\ = \A\A8\ for
each g £ G. Thus we may assume that A is infinite. Set dg — \A\A8\-\A8\A\
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for g £ G. Suppose there exists g £ G such that our claim fails, that is

\A\A8\ = n, \Ag \A\ = n - I, dg = I / 0. Without loss of generality we
may assume that dg > 0, since we may interchange the roles of A and A8

and consider g~x instead of g. Translating by g, we have \A8 \A8 \ = n,

\A*1\A*\ = n-l. Hence

m = \(An A8) \Ag2\ = \Ag \Ag2\- \(A8 \ A) \ Ag2\ > \Ag \Agl\- \Ag \A\ = l

and

\(Ag \ A) n Ag2\ = \A* \ A\ - \(A8 \ A) \ Ag2\

= (n - /) - (\Ag \Ag2\- \(A8 \ A8') n A\)

= (n - I) - (n - m) = m-l.

Denote x = \(A \A8) nA8'\, v = \A*2 \ (A U Ag)\. Since x + y = \Ag2\Ag\ =

n-l, y + m-l = \Agl \ A\, we find that \Ag2 \A\ = n-2l + m-x. Next,

\A\A8 \ = n + m -x, and hence dgi = 21.

A similar calculation yields dg¡ = 2/_l/ for any i > 1. Thus for a sufficiently

large i we will have dg, > k , which is a contradiction. D

Next, we establish some notation. Let {£2, | i: £ 1} denote the set of G-orbits

in £2. For J C I set Çlj = [jj€J £2, and Aj = A n £2y. In particular, Aj

denotes A n £2; .
If Aj is not empty we will call Aj an orbit segment of A . It turns out that

the invariant difference of a set with a finite number of orbit segments has an

additive property.

Lemma 3.2. Let J be a finite subset of I. Then d(Aj) = \Aj A £2y |, where

J' = {jeJ\\Slj\A\<\Aj\}.

In particular, d(Aj) is finite and d(Aj) = J2j€jd(Aj).

Proof. The proof is by induction on |/|. The result is trivially true if 7 = 0,

and if J = {j}, then d(Aj) = d(Af) = min(!^|, |£2, \ ^4|) which by the
definition of /' is equal to \Aj A £2/<|,  and by Corollary 2.6 is finite.

Assume then that |7| > 1 and the result is true for smaller subsets. Let

j £ J, and let L = / \ {j} and L' = {/ e L \ |£2/ \ A\ < \A¡\} . By induction
d(AL) = \AL A£2L-| = Y,l£Ld(A,) < oo. Let T be an invariant set. If £27 g T,
then AjAr = AjU(ALAT), while if £2;- ç T, then AjAT= (A¡ AQ.j)\J>(ALA
(r\£2y)). By Corollary 2.6, ^;A£27 is finite, (and of course \A¡ A£2;| < \A¡\).
Then since d(A£) is finite, it follows that the minimum value d(Aj) of MyAri

over all invariant sets T is \A} A Qj | + \Ai A£2¿-|. Thus d(Aj) is finite and is

equal to \Aj A £2y |, and to

\Aj A Clj\ + d(AL) = d(Aj) + Y, d(A,).
l€L

Thus the lemma is proved. D

To obtain bounds on d(A), and on the number of G-orbits having a proper

intersection with A , we decompose the set {£2,};6/ of all G-orbits in £2 in the

following way. Let

/ = /0U/1U/infU/fin>
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where:

/ £ Io «• A,: = 0 ;
i £ Ix & A¡ = £2, ;
i G ̂ inf & ß/ is infinite and 0 ^ A¡ ^ £2, ;

i G /fin <=>■ |£2,| < OO ,   0 ^ Ai ^ Cli .

For simplicity denote ^,nf := A{.n{ and ^4fin := A¡in. Then ^ = A¡0 U ̂ /, U

^inf U Añn. Let T be a G-invariant subset of £2 such that d(A) = \A A t\.
Then £2/, ç F and £2, n T = 0 for any i £ Io. Thus, we shall consider only

those G-orbits that belong to /¡„f U 7fin , i.e., have a proper intersection with A .

The following lemma will be used often to reduce from infinite to finite k-

quasi-invariant subsets.

Lemma 3.3. Let J be a finite subset of IXni U Iñn and let Aj = \JieJ A¡ be the
decomposition of Aj into the disjoint union of the orbit segments in Clj . For

j £ J denote A'j = £2; \ Aj. Then:

(a) B = (U/6(/\{/}) ¿j) U A'j is a k-quasi-invariant subset.

(b) d(B) = d(Aj).

Proof. Note that

\B*\B\=     £    \Af\Ai\ + \(A'j)g\A'j\.
•e(J\{j})

Since (A'j)8 \ A'j = A¡ \ Ag , it follows by Lemma 3.1 that

\B'\B\=     ¿2    \Af\Ai\ + \Aj-\AJ\ = \A*\Aj\.
ie(J\U})

Since Aj is A;-quasi-invariant, it follows that B is A-quasi-invariant.

By Lemma 3.2, d(Aj) = Yii^jd(Ai) and d{Aj) = min(|^y|, |£2\^;|) =
d(A'j),  and part (b) follows. D

Consider now Ain{, the part of A which intersects properly with infinite
G-orbits.

Lemma 3.4. (a) |/¡nf| < k.

(b) d(Aia{) < k .

Proof, (a) Suppose /¡nf is non-empty and consider AIinf. Clearly, A¡M is A-

quasi-invariant. If A¡M is finite, then |^/inf | < k, since otherwise, in view of

Remark 1, there would be / £ /¡nf, such that £2, is finite, which is a contradic-

tion. If \AjM\ < k , then, obviously, |/jnf| < k .
Assume now that A¡M is infinite, and suppose, by way of contradiction, that

|/jnf| > k. Let J C /inf, \J\ = k + I . Clearly, Aj is A-quasi-invariant. For
every j £ J define the set Bj by

( Aj if Aj is finite,
B¡ = \

t £2ji \ Aj   otherwise.

Set B = \JjeJBj. By Lemma 3.3 (a), the set B is A>quasi-invariant. On the

other hand, by Theorem 2.4, Bj is finite for every j £ J, so B is finite. Also,

B contains A: + 1 orbit segments, whence \B\ > k . By Remark 1, we obtain a

contradiction as above, which proves part (a).
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(b) To prove part (b) we apply the same arguments again. If AiM is finite,

then lAi^l < k, whence d(AIin!) < k . If A¡in( is infinite, then interchange each

infinite orbit segment of A¡.mf with its complement, as in part (a) and apply

Lemma 3.3 (b). D

We shall obtain now a bound for the number of finite G-orbits which intersect

properly with A.

Lemma 3.5.  |/fin| < 2k(AfiTi) - 1 < 2k — 1.

Proof. For any finite subset J of /fin, the set Aj is A(^j)-quasi-invariant

for the action of G on ilj, and k(Aj) < k. It is sufficient to prove that

|/| < 2k(Aj) - 1, that is, it is sufficient to prove the lemma in the case where

/ = /fin is finite. Thus we assume that / = Ifin is finite.

Denote s — \I\. Let H¡ be the setwise stabilizer of A¡ in G for i £ I.

Consider the set X of all pairs (x, i), where i £ I and x £ H,■. Since A is

A:-quasi-invariant, every element of G must stabilize at least s - k of the orbit

segments A¡, i £ I, so we have \X\ > \G\(s - k). The inequality is strict, since
the identity element of G, for example, stabilizes all the orbit segments. On

the other hand, |X| = J2¡ei l^'l • Since J^t > 2 for every i £ I, we have

,      ^ \H¡\     s

i€l    '     '

whence \I\ = s < 2k. D

Curiously, knowing the bound of Lemma 3.5, we can use it to show that this

bound holds for the number of all G-orbits, finite and infinite, which intersect

A properly. This is the content of Theorem B. Before proving it, however, we

obtain an upper bound on the movement A:(ylfin) of Añn.

Lemma 3.6.  k(Añn) =k — d(Ain{).

Proof. Let rinf be a G-invariant subset of £2 such that d(Ainf) = \Ain{ Arinf|,

and let B = AinfArin{. By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.2, we have d(B) = d(AiDf).
Choose gx £ G such that k(Añn) = \Ag^ \AñD\ is maximal. Let K denote the

kernel of the action of G on £2/fin. By Lemma 3.5, |£2/fin| is finite, so K has

finite index in G. Hence all .K-orbits in £2/.nf are infinite and, by Theorem

2 of [2], there exists go £ K such that B8l8o'h B = 0. Set g = gxg0. Then

(Aha U B)8 = AH u ßg- Since by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 the set /fin U /inf is finite,
it follows from Lemma 3.3 (a) that

\(AñnUB)g\(AñaUB)\ = \A^\A6n\ + \Bg\B\<k,

so \A* \ AñD\ <k- d(B) = k- d(AM).   D

We are ready now to prove Theorem B.

Proof of Theorem B. By Lemma 3.5, |/nn| < 2A;(^ßn) - 1. Also by Lemma 3.4,
/,nf is finite and it follows from Lemma 3.2 that |/¡nf| < d(Ainf). Thus, using

also Lemma 3.6, we have

|/fin| + |/inf| < (2A:(^fin) - 1) + d(Ain{) = 2k-l- d(Ain{) <2k-l.   D

Our next step is to obtain an upper bound for d(Afin). In fact, we can obtain

a rough estimate of d(Afin) immediately from Lemma 3.5 and Corollary 2.6:

d(AñD)<(2k-l)2.
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In order to obtain a finer bound on d(AX\n) we need the following technical

lemma.

Lemma 3.7. Let J ç /fin be a subset of /nn, such that \Aj\ > k. Then

Ew-w-w<tw<t,
j£J '     •"

Proof. Fix an element coj £ ilj for each j £ J. Let HWj be the stabilizer of

ojj in G and let 7) be a transversal for //^ in G.

Consider the set X of all triples (g, gx, g2), where g £ G and gi, g2 £ Tj ,

for some j £ J, are such that cogl, tof £ Aj and cog'g = cof .

Note that cofg = cof & gxgg2x £ HWj. Hence

\X\ = Y\AgnAJ\ = Y\Aj\2-\H^ = Y,l-^¥1.
g€G j€J j€J        '    »

Since yiy is a A:(^4y)-quasi-invariant subset, so l/lf n ^/l ^ (1-4/1 _ k(Aj))
for each g £ G. Also, for some g e G, for example for the identity element,

we have \Agj n Aj\ > (\Aj\ - k(Aj)), whence

\M

It follows that

ici'       J'

EM/|.(ia/i-Mjl)=w.EM<Mj)<,. D

Define now

Jx = {i£hn\d(Ai)>^},

where x isa positive real number.

Lemma 3.8.  rx =def \JX\ < 2x.

Proof. Let i e Jx. Then d(A¡) > £,  that is,

(4) | < M/l < |£2,| - |.

If \Ajx\ < k, then since \AJx\ > ^, we have rx < x < 2x and the result is

true. Hence we may assume that \Ajx\ > k and, by Lemma 3.7 and using (4)

(and noting that y(|£27| -y) > |(|£2;| - x) for y e [f, |£2,| - £] ), we obtain

v 141 • (|Qj| - M,|)    v x(\£lj\ - &)      v /1       k   \

jejx '   ■" jeJx       '   -" jeJx x '   n/

Hence

1 >
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IkSince by (4), |£27| > ^f , we obtain

Í-'<£t4is£x ^ x2|£2,| - ^ 2kx2     2x '

and the lemma follows. D

By Corollary 2.6, we know that d(A¡) < 2k - 1 for each i £ /nn. Taking

x = j^rr in the statement of Lemma 3.8, we obtain

Corollary 3.9. There is at most one finite G-orbit £2,, which intersects A prop-

erly, such that d(A{) = 2k - 1.

This result suggests that "large" invariant differences d(A¡) cannot occur too

often. We exploit this observation more carefully and effectively as follows.

Consider a finite increasing sequence T = (xo, xx, ... , xt) satisfying

(5) -t = xo< xx < ... < xt = k

and the corresponding partition /nn = Um=i KXm . where

KXm = [i £ /fin | -A- > d(Ai) > i-}.
-*m—1 Xfn

Then KXm = JXm \ JXm_, Q JXm and so \KXm\ < 2xm by Lemma 3.8 and we have

d(AKx )<2xm- — = 2k-X
Xm—l Xm—X

Hence

t

(6) d(AñD) < 2k • min ^
X,m

T        , Xm-X
m=\

where the minimum is taken over all sequences T satisfying (5). Our next task

is to determine this minimum.

Lemma 3.10.  d(Añn) < 2eA:r(ln2A:)l .

Proof. We prove that

t
min Y. -^- < T(ln 2k)](2k)^Xn2k'>'x~i < e\{la. 2k)],

T   m=\Xm~X

where the minimum is taken over all sequences T as in (5). Denote Sm — x^m- ,

m= I, ... , t. We must minimize the function

S = S(t,âx,... ,ôt) = Y,ôi,
1=1

given the conditions
t

Y[Si = ^ = 2k, andi> 1.
¿=i        x°

First observe that for a fixed integer t, the minimum of S = S(ôx, ..., ôt)

for âx ...ôt = 2k is attained at ôx = ... = S, = (2k)j and is equal to r(2A:)}.
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(This question is equivalent to finding a i-dimensional parallelepiped of a given

volume with minimal perimeter. The minimum is obtained by substituting

S, = 2k/(ôx ...Ôt-X) and then applying standard techniques from multivariable

calculus to S(5X, ... , á(_i).)

Now we have to find the minimum of the function S(f) = r(2A:)T of an

integer variable t. Using standard techniques from calculus, we see that the

function S(x) = x(2k)* of the real variable x attains its minimum at x =

In 2A: and the minimum value is equal to (In 2A;)(2A;)(ln 2fc)~' = e(ln 2A:). Thus

our function S(t) of the integer variable t has minimum satisfying

minS(i) < |"(ln 2k)](2k)^Xn2k^~' < <?r(ln 2k)].
tC.1i

In view of (6), d(Añn) < 2ek\(ln 2k)]. D

Finally, we prove Theorem A.

Proof of Theorem A. In Lemmas 3.7-3.10 we used the fact that A&n is a (not

necessarily finite) A;-quasi-invariant subset. By Lemma 3.6, we can say more,

namely that A^ is also A:'-quasi-invariant, where k' — k - d(Ainf). Thus,

Lemma 3.10 should read as follows: d(A¿a) < 2ek'\(ln 2k')].
By Lemma 3.2, since Znn and /¡„f are finite by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, d(A) =

d(Añn) + d(Ain{), so

d(A) < 2e(k - d(AiB{)) f(ln 2k')] + d(AM) < 2ek T(ln 2k)].   D

4. More bounds

We adopt here the notation from the previous section. First, we consider a

general situation, which could be stated as follows. Given a A:-quasi-invariant

subset A, what can be said regarding the quasi-invariance of unions of some

of its orbit segments? A possible answer is contained in the next result.

Proposition 4.1. Let A be a disjoint union of Bx and B2, where B¡ is a union

of some of the orbit segments of A, for i = 1,2. Then

k(Bx) + k(B2)<3k/2.

Proof. Set x¡ = k(B¡). Let g¡ £ G be such that \B¡ \ Bf'\ = x¡ for i = 1, 2.
By Lemma 3.1, \Bf'\B¡\ = x¡, as well. There is nothing to prove if xx +x2 < k,

so we assume the contrary.

We claim that

(7) \Bflg2\Bi\>Xi+x2-k.

By Lemma 3.1, \BX \Bf2\ = \Bf2 \Bx\<k-x2. Set C = Bgi\Bx, \C\ = xx.
Note that C« n Bx ç Bx \ Bf2, so \Cg> n Bx\ < \BX \ Bf2\ < k - x2. Hence
|C*»\Äi| >xx-(k-x2). But

Cg2 \ Bx = (Bgig2 \ Bf2) \ Bx C Bgig2 \ Bx,

whence (7) follows.

Replace in the above argument Bx with B2, g2 with gf1, and gx with
-i

g2~x. The argument remains valid since \Bt ' \B¡\ = \B¡ \Bf' \ and, by Lemma

3.1, \Bi\Bgi\ = \BfJ\B¡\, for i, j = 1,2. We obtain, similarly to (7), that

\Bflg^\B2\>xx+x2-k.
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Applying Lemma 3.1 again, we have

\B8'82 \ B2\ = \(Bf'g^ \ B2)g^g2\ >xx+x2-k.

Therefore

k > \Ag>g2 \ A\ = \Bglg2 \BX\ + \Bglg2 \B2\ > 2(xx +x2-k),

that is, 3A: > 2(xi + x2). D

The bound can be attained when A: is a power of 2. Let A and G be as

in the remark following Theorem B, that is, G is an elementary abelian 2-
group of rank r acting on the disjoint union of coset spaces of all subgroups
of G of index 2, and A meets each orbit in a point. Let Bx be the set of

fixed points of some non-identity element of G, and B2 be its complement

in A. It is straightforward to check that k(B\) = A:/2, k(B2) = k, that is,

k(Bx) + k(B2) = 3k/2.

Proof of Theorem C. Set k = k(A). We proceed by induction on m = m(A).
For m = 1 the statement is just Corollary 2.3, so suppose m > 2. Assume that

the result holds for all m < mo, when mo is a power of 2, that is,

(8) d(A) < 2k(A)(3/2f°s*m^ - 2¡Xo^m°\

We show that it holds for all m such that 2/nn > m > mo . Divide A into two

parts Bx and B2 , as in Proposition 4.1, such that m(B¡) < mo , for i = 1,2,
and set A, = k(B¡). By the inductive hypothesis, (8) holds for d(Bf) for
¿ = 1,2. By Proposition 4.1, k2 < 7>k/2 - kx. Thus

d(A) = d(Bx) + d(B2)

< 2A:1(3/2)riog2mo1 - 2Í'og2m°l + 2(3Ä:/2 - A:1)(3/2)^0fcm^ - 2^x°^m^

= 2A:(3/2)riog22mol - 2^0822mo^ = 2A(3/2)r,og2ml - 2^log2m^.    D
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